
Autumn 1 

Who do we share our world with ?  

OUT AND ABOUT  RESEARCH  PERFORMANCE ARTS 
● Who do you share your house 

with?  Do any animals live in your 
house and garden or yard? 

● Go on a walk and spot any 
animals - what can you find? 
Can you take photographs? 

● Choose an animal and find out 5 
interesting facts about the animal. 
Make a book or a poster about your 
animal.  

● Create a David Attenborough 
style film about the animals - you 
could use toys for the animals. 
Explain where your toy might live in 
the wild and some of its 
characteristics.  

DESIGN AND MAKE  HISTORY   GEOGRAPHY 
● Make a 3D model of your favourite 

animal - you can use any materials.  

● Draw a plan for a zoo - which 
animals would be in your zoo? 
What enclosures would you need? 

● Find an interesting fact out about a 
famous Naturalist. - Jane Goodall, 
Diana Fossey, Steve Irwin, Terry Nutkins, 
Gerald Durrell…...to name a few.  

● What was  your parents/grandparents 
favourite programme on television 
when they were young? Did they have 
a television? -  

● On a world map find one animal 
that lives in each continent and 
draw or label your map. (If you 
would like a copy of a map please 
ask). 
 
 

CREATIVE WRITING  MUSIC  MATHEMATICS 
● Write or tell a story about an animal. 

What happens to the animal? How 
does the animal solve the problem? 
What happens in the end?  
 

● As we can not sing at school, learn a 
song about animals and take a video 
to share with the class - maybe ‘We are 
all going to the Zoo tomorrow’ or ‘Alice 
the Camel.’  

● Can you make a frieze with 
animals up to 20?  

 

 

 

These activities are designed to encourage discussion about the learning that is happening in the classroom - 
they are not compulsory but children do love to share in class what they have been doing at home.  


